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Abstract. Advances in robotics have led to the development of

robots capable of executing tasks without the need for
assistance. Autonomous robots permit new opportunities to
reduce or completely remove tedious labour for workers,
minimizing loss of time and therefore increasing productivity.
Currently, there are functioning robots within inventory
warehouses that relocate items in an orderly and systematic
manner. Offices however are unpredictable and random,
requiring the robot to be adequately equipped to be capable of
traversing the environment without causing problematic
complications. The uncertainty of the situation becomes more
complex once the robot interacts with the desk by lifting it. This
paper explores the obstacles and considerations to achieving the
movement of the robot, undertaking an action research
methodology to ensure improvements are made in lifting and
relocating an office desk through robot kit customizations and
personalizing code for a simple remote control. As office
environments are erratic in nature, this project will discuss
some relevant problems that will be encountered during
operations and thus, can be solved in future developments of
this project. Therefore, this research project will set the
foundations through the identification of key considerations
towards an autonomous utility robot for offices.
Keywords. Robotics, mechatronics, motion planning, robotic

navigation, autonomous robots
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1. Introduction:
Robots have already been adopted into business operations for the past half
century, notably assisting the manufacturing industry with the precision and
consistency of production in assembly or welding. The Unimate series was
the first industrial robot to be massively produced for factory automation and
by 1969, European car companies like BMW, Volvo and Fiat had employed
the Unimate series of robotic arms into their assembly lines with production
speeds capable of building ‘110 cars per hour – more than double the rate of
any automotive plant in existence at the time!’ (Robotics Online, 2019). In
recent years however, the robotics field has developed a new class of robots
that are capable of executing their tasks without direct external assistance,
known as autonomous robots. The presences of autonomous robots have
only grown since its conception, with journalists praising recent milestones
such as Waymo’s self-driving cars (Niedermeyer 2019) and expansion in
Starship Technologies’ food delivery robots (Hawkins 2019).

Figure 1. Left to right: The Waymo Self Driving Car (Debord, 2019) and Starship
Food Robot (Hawkins 2019)

While these developments are primarily operating in an outdoor context,
there have also been developments for indoor robots such as Kiva Systems’
Warehouse Robot (Enright and Wurman 2011) which uses autonomous
robots relocate stock pods to a station for a worker to scan, removing any
need for people to physically move to the products. However, a warehouse is
designed to have straight aisles, clean of any obstacles for the robots to
operate along. The same cannot be said for a typical office.
Today, offices are beginning to have desks that are nomadic compared to
traditional fixed desk layout settings. Gaming entertainment company Valve
(2012) implemented moveable desks within their offices to serve as a
‘symbolic reminder’, (ibid, p.6) to their employees of their non-hierarchical
management, stating that, ‘telling them to sit at a desk and do what they’re
told obliterates 99 percent of their value’ (ibid, p.4). These are only a few
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examples of offices today that are becoming more accepting of
implementing moveable desks.
A problem arises with the physical labour and time it takes to arrange a
given configuration within these offices. Adopting moveable desks provokes
discussion and communication; however unexpected delays, complications,
and workplace accidents will emerge from human error, delaying projects
for all parties involved. Further, an imbalance to access in reconfiguring
desks for workers who have physical disabilities will appear, requiring
assistance from other workers exacerbating delays. That said, what if you
had a robot to relocate the desk for you?
By incorporating a robot that can maneuver a desk around the dynamic
environment of an office space, both issues can be acknowledge and solved.
Consequently, this research project explores the possibility of having such a
robot operating within the office space, beginning with movement. Using
BVN Sydney’s office as a case study of an environment with moveable
desks, this project will investigate how an autonomous robot can move and
define the key considerations or issues that may arise when testing the robot.
This will be achieved by customizing a robot maker kit and programming a
remote to control the movement of the robot and observe how it interacts
with obstacles within a defined space.
To summarize, this research project will provide a proof of feasibility of
an autonomous utility robot that can move desks in an office environment.
The upcoming sections of this project will outline the research aims and
questions as well as elaborate on the research methodology, background
research, case study and the outcomes before concluding with the discussion
and evaluation of the research.
2. Research Aims
This research investigates the challenges that an autonomous robot will face
in an office environment, recreate the movement manually in order to define
key considerations and identify complications that may arise using a scaled
robot.
3. Research Question(s)
Based on the issues outlined in the introduction and the derived aims, the
question the research this project investigates is:
1. How can autonomous robots move desks to improve workplaces
with mobile desks?
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4. Methodology
This research project primarily undertakes an action research methodology.
Action research can be described as the simple act of ‘learning by doing’
(O'Brien 1998). It is the removal of the barrier that separates the researcher
to the participants by combining both roles to identify a problem, test
interventions or strategies to use as information and ultimately self-reflect if
the strategy works or fails. It is through this self-reflection that an improved
solution may be found towards the problem at hand creating a research craft
‘operationalised by constant cycles’ (Hearn 2005). Coined by social
psychologist Kurt Lewin in 1944, the process cycle of action research varies
from researcher to researcher but follow a general premise in the framework
of plan, act, observe and reflect (Kemmis 2009).
During the planning stage, researchers gain an understanding of the
problem presented, setting up the primary methods of intervention to find a
solution to the problem. The purpose of this stage is to familiarising the
researcher to the area of interest and to determine the measurability of the
problem for improvements in future cycles of the research.
The action stage implements the intervention planned from the previous
stage. Data collection for information is conducted for future stages and
several intervention strategies can be adopted, either being ‘directive’ where
the researcher directs the intervention’s change or ‘nondirective’ where the
change is indirectly sought for (Azhar 2009).
Information collected from the implemented interventions undertake a
process of observations and analysis of data. Results are discussed upon to
measure the success of the intervention towards the problem. These results
are pivotal in the cycle as they dictate the direction of the next stage to a
better intervention strategy.
Once the results are gathered and a better understanding of the problem is
obtained, newer questions are addressed and therefore more interventions are
required to work towards a more complete solution. The cycle repeats itself
at this stage and over many cycles, the researchers will begin to refine their
solutions through the many interventions until a satisfying solution is met.
This active process of constantly refining the strategies of intervention
leads to an improved understanding of the questions to the current problems.
As a result, the improved intervention methods further complete the solution
and fills in the gaps of previous iterations until a satisfying end is met.
5. Background Research/Literature review
There has been an increase in the adoption of autonomous robots capable of
making their own decisions to execute a task within businesses
(Niedermeyer 2019, Hawkins 2019; Enright and Wurman 2011). Operations
such as automotive manufacturing have greatly benefited off of the precision
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and consistency of robotic arms allowing for improved quality in mass
production. As developments continue at a rapid rate and machines become
more sophisticated, the practice of robotics has slowly begun to enter the
human working environment as well. The introduction of robotics contribute
in showing the potential of interdisciplinary collaborations and dissolves the
restrictions currently displayed by each singular discipline.
Further, the construction industry places heavy emphasis on safety
culture as a method of raising awareness to the associated risks in health and
safety for the workers. Relative to other industries, construction workers
naturally have higher risks of injury with serious compensations reaching
12,600 separate claims in Australia back in 2015 (Safe Work Australia,
2015). Developments in construction robots have shown promise for an
alternative to the usual off-site prefabrication lines equipped with robotic
arms and have given access to an on-site strut-climbing robot that can
maneuver from one strut to another, assembling itself one strut at a time
(Melenbrink 2017). This robot has a force-sensitive sensor preventing it
from making any movements or positioning itself where a structural failure
may occur while going to the end of a strut reducing labour and risks of
injuries upon workers.
Another construction-based robot uses Cable-driven Parallel Robots
(CDPRs) to be integrated into the “onsite human construction process”
(Crolla 2018) which operates by the use of cables to create a massive
workspace for laser cutters which are commonly equipped with a small
cutting area. These construction robots display promise for reducing the
physical labour required by humans in the activity space it operates in,
inspiring this research to engage in advancements within on-site assistive
robots that are desirable in providing an alternative or more convenient
solution for the human labour force.
Notably, both onsite construction robots happen to be in the harsh
outdoor environment of construction sites. In contrast, consider the indoor
environment of a storage warehouse where aisles are set up in an orderly and
systematic manner in contrast to the complex and seemingly chaotic context
of a construction site. Kiva Systems (Enright and Wurman 2011; Li 2016;
Poudel 2013) have reduced parts of the human labour in distribution centers
by implementing robots capable of bringing inventory pods to the human for
picking before returning to their replenishment stations.
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Figure 2. An inventory pod being held by a Kiva robot (Enright and Wurman 2011)

What Kiva Systems have done is integrate robotics within the workspace.
Traditional automated distribution warehouses utilised conveyor belts to
bring items from shelves to picking stations requiring human assistance all
throughout the process to get to the necessary shelf and place onto the line.
Now, Kiva robots lift inventory pods and travels to the picking station
without the need for human assistance and with the deployment of hundreds
of these robots, the warehouse inventory is constantly moving around.
Extending that idea of reducing human labour with the Amazon Kiva
robots, is it possible to contextualise that concept within an office
workspace? Unlike warehouses, office spaces are irregular, inconsistent and
unpredictable in traffic. Offices that adopt desk moving strategies must deal
with the movement of desks in order to fit the needs of the current task
which requires the physical labour and time of the workers. In this case
study, BVN Sydney utilizes desks with wheels to reconfigure their office
spaces dynamically. BVN Sydney’s Studio Space has undergone
refurbishments back in early 2018, focusing on the collective power of teams
during the creative process and ‘create a platform for experimentation and
learning’ (BVN 2019). The former focus resulted with all furniture being
equipped on wheels, allowing for teams to tailor their working space for
their needs. Particularly for desks on wheels, a ‘boom and octopus
combination’ (Aznavoorian, 2018) is used where eight desks is supported by
one host or octopus which gives power and data. Gaming entertainment
company Valve (2012) also encourages employees to move the positions of
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desks to emphasise their non-hierarchical organizational management,
allowing for freedom of positioning of their work desk.
As these offices require moving around for desk configurations, having a
robot similar to the Kiva robot that can autonomously relocate the desk
elsewhere would be highly beneficial. There is no commercially available
robot that is readily available to be used like the Kiva. As the lifting Kiva
robots are exclusive to Amazon’s own warehouses, the need for a
customised robot from an existing robot kit or design will be necessary to
achieve a similar working robot fit for offices. This should be considered
during the designing of the mechatronics of the robot to avoid
unpredictability as office spaces are already erratic in nature, the robot must
be able to maneuver as intended without any randomness that could cause
workplace injuries or complications when lifting and moving a work desk.
Consequently, as there are no existing robots with the purpose of lifting
and relocating desks in and office with moving desks, this research will
investigate the feasibility of operating such a robot in that context and what
factors must be considered when lifting and maneuvering with the desk. The
robot will require the knowledge of where it is within the space and
countless studies have been conducted attempting different methods for the
most effective path planning algorithm (Jaulin 2001; LaValle and Kuffner
2001; Nasir et al. 2013; Karaman and Frazzoli 2011).
It is important to note that a restriction of testing these algorithms is the
sheer computing processing time required to test a different approach, with
exponentially longer waiting times for larger simulations in defined complex
spaces. Therefore, remaining to use popular standard motion planning
algorithms such as Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) (LaValle and
Kuffner 2001) to explore and understand how an autonomous robot views
the surrounding area to then plan its movement will reduce unnecessary
waiting times. From the critical review of existing research and case
examples, this research project differentiates itself from the previously
mentioned cases by placing the robot into a highly unpredictable office space
and assigning the task of lifting and relocating a desk, intending to explore
the feasibility of a desk moving robot in an office space and the
considerations of operating the robot, validating robotic assisted office
spaces as a viable organisational strategy.
6. Case Study
The BVN Sydney’s Studio Space had gone through refurbishments back in
early 2018 resulting with all their furniture being attached to wheels. The
desks are moveable due to the ‘boom and octopus’ (Aznavoorian, 2018)
system, with one host or octopus providing power and data to as many as
eight computers at once. This enables teams to reconfigure desks
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arrangements from place to place, customising the workspace with desired
kits for the current project. Due to the ease of moving desks around, physical
labour is required to relocate to a new location. Therefore, a robot can help
in reducing the amount of physical labour necessary from workers.
6.1 GENERAL RULES

This research project explains the feasibility of a desk moving robot for
office spaces. Certain rules must be established in approaching this case
study to ensure the scope is not forgotten. The desks used by BVN Sydney
are all consistent in their model and will be set at a 1:5 scale to simplify the
investigation. This allows for easier access towards base robots kits and
robot testing as most kits are not very large in size. The weight and load of
the accessories that a typical desk in BVN Sydney has (monitors, paperwork,
etc.) will not be considered as this project focuses on the movement of the
robot around the erratic space and what issues will arise when the robot
attempts to execute the task.
6.2 MOTION PLANNING ALGORITHMS

There are several different algorithms that autonomous vehicles and games
use to plan getting from one point to a desired location. These algorithms
each have their advantages and disadvantages, with some being direct
improvements to previous ones. These algorithms are: Random Trees,
Rapidly Exploring Random Trees, and Rapidly Exploring Random Tree*,
A* and Dijkstra’s Algorithm.
6.2.1 Random Tree Algorithms
Random Trees (RT) are the most basic of motion planning algorithms. It
begins with a single point and expands its nodes outwards randomly from
that point to an area that is obstruction-free. So long as it does not bump into
an obstacle, a new node will be created, expanding the tree. As the name
suggests, this planning algorithm is completely random meaning no progress
is intentionally made to reach the desired location.
Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) (LaValle et al 2001) are very
similar to the former. However, it solves the issue of being complete
random, and thus makes progress towards the point that is placed and selects
the closest node available to expand upon. This causes the algorithm to
explore the space more rapidly, covering ground that would not be possible
by just using Random Trees.
Rapidly Exploring Random Trees* (RRT*) (Karaman et al 2011) is the
final algorithm of the random tree search that will be explored in this project.
Although the previous algorithm can reach a conclusive path to the desired
location eventually, the path does change once it is made, regardless of
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further additional nodes being added into the space. This new algorithm adds
a new feature in that it always runs an optimisation check before adding a
new node. This means that the algorithm will always plan the best path and
optimise the current path should any more nodes be added.

Figure 3. In order from left to right: RT, RRT, RRT* (Becker and Huang 2018).

6.2.2 Graph Search Algorithms
While the previous algorithms are considered tree searches, the following are
known as graph searches. What sets the previous algorithms with the
following apart is the memory in which spaces are remembered. In the case
of a graph search a closed list is used, keeping track of nodes already
explored so they are not explored again. In the case of tree searches, no list is
used and therefore nodes can be explored and expanded upon multiple times.
A* attempts to reach the desired goal as fast as possible. This involves
weighing the path against a cost (e.g. time or distance travelled) and bases
the path depending on the least amount of cost. This requires less time to
process a path for a robot due to less exploration. Dijkstra’s algorithm
searches each surrounding point so long as the space is available, leading to
slower path processing and finding but greater exploration. Dijkstra’s
explorative nature means that it takes longer to process compared to the A*
method.
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Figure 4. Difference between A* (left) and Dijkstra (right) algorithms (Wang 2015).

6.2.3 Translating into Physical Movement (Rectilinear)
When translating the path finding algorithms and inserting that information
into the physical capabilities of the robot, there will be a difference to the
manoeuvrability of the robot depending on how it is programmed to turn.
Robots with two motor controlled wheels have the option of turning with
two different methods. The first method is to have one wheel rotate the
opposite direction to the second wheel, resulting with an on-the-spot
rotation, enabling the robot to change its angle before continuing forward.
The other method is to stop one wheel completely, allowing the other wheel
to overpower it and continue moving in an arc shaped turn. Greenberg and
Karp (2017) produced this diagram to show the differences between the two
methods.
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6.3 THE BASE ROBOT AND CUSTOMISATIONS
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Now that an understanding of how the robot can move, an appropriate base
robot was needed to be able to achieve that movement. The base robot kit
that was used is called the STS-PI. The kit provided most components such
as the motors for the wheels and is a simple robot with space to include a
platform to attach the other components. These components were a
Raspberry Pi 3, ExplorerHAT and the lift mechanism (a mini servo attached
to a rack and pinion). Other options for the lift mechanism was also
explored, such as a Lego linear actuator, however the lift extension was
unnecessarily long and therefore inaccurate. A 3D model was made to
digitally simulate how the physical robot would interact with the
surroundings. It became clear that the height of the mechanisms combined
with the robot itself must be considered and measured to ensure that
everything can fit beneath the desk without collisions before the lift is
activated. Once the robot body was chosen and built, programming was
required to be able to control its movement.
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Figure 6.The STS-PI Robot

Figure 7.The STS-PI Robot with Desk
6.4 PROGRAMMING

After the Raspberry Pi 3 was set up in headless mode, a simple script had to
be made to control the robot. Two python scripts were found, one to identify
and read keyboard inputs while the other was a simple remote control base
script.

Figure 8. The Python Script within Visual Studio Code to Read Keyboard Inputs
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Using PuTTY, a Secure Shell (SSH) client, the robot was able to be
controlled wirelessly. To edit the script live, Visual Studio Code (VS Code)
had to be used in order to undertake rapid testing. When imported, the
process of reprograming the code into becoming compatible with the robot
began. This was accomplished by changing the motor drivers in the python
code to be compatible with the motors that the robot kit provided.
Changes were also made to how the robot turned, the edited script allows
the robot to rotate on the spot. An example of code that was changed:
pi2go.forward(speed)  explorerhat.motor.forward(speed)

Figure 9. The Original Remote Control Script
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Figure 10. The Revised Remote Control Script
6.5 RESULTS AND OUTCOMES

By using the remote control, the robot was able to approach the desk, lift it
and relocate it successfully. Although lifting and relocating the scaled desk
was indeed possible, several issues were identified throughout the process.
These problems are enumerated here.
6.5.1 Center of Rotation and Weight Distribution
Becoming clear as soon as the robot began to turn, the center point of
rotation is a key consideration that changes the way in which the robot
manoeuvres around. As the STS-Pi is a two wheeled robot with a castor
wheel at the front for stability, the center rotation of the robot is not
positioned in the center of the body, but rather at the back, centred between
the two wheels.
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Figure 11. Lift (red) positioned in the centre of the body, away from the centre point
of rotation

Figure 12. Lift (red) positioned at the centre point of rotation between the wheels

This is significant as it changes the way in which the robot will manoeuvre
around the space. Therefore, the position of the lift mechanism in relation to
the center point of rotation must be placed at the back of the robot, in
between the wheels and not in the center of the body. When lifting the desk,
by having deviations when rotating the robot, the distance becomes much
more apparent revealing a risk of collision with other objects as it traverses
through the office space.
However, in stating the best position for the lift mechanism, there will be
an imbalance of weight. Although in this particular research project, it does
not pose much of a problem due to the lightweight nature of the scaled desk,
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it is clear that the majority of the weight is placed on the back of the robot
which can cause a slight tilt once more weight is added onto the desk or
whenever the robot accelerates. This is something that may be fixed by
having a robot with four wheels or a stabiliser at the back of the current
robot to reduce the risk of falling over.
6.5.2 Approaching the Desk (Entry and Exit)
The robot can approach the desk in a number of different ways. Which
method of entry and exit depends on the build of the robot, in this case the
robot was unable to enter from the sides of the desk inwards, but rather had
to enter from the front or back. Due to this restricted access, the robot would
lift the desk with the long ends protruding from the sides, making it much
harder to manoeuvre around in in the office, in comparison to having the
long sides of the desk at the front and back of the robot.
A possible solution is to add an extra step for the robot to stop and rotate
itself to reposition the desk accordingly before it is able to lift the desk. This
eliminates any complications with the robot taking too much space as it
rearranges the office space and reduces the risk of a workplace injury.
Therefore, the robot was able to achieve the task that it was set out to do.
By performing the task, key issues emerged and was brought to light to
outline for this research project and establishes the foundations for the
possibility of a utility based robot operating within a moving desk office
environment.

Figure 13. Approaching the Desk
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Figure 14. Approaching the Desk

Figure 15.Turning with the Desk

7. Discussion
The research project set out to investigate the feasibility of a robot to operate
within a dynamic office space and identify key factors for considerations
when further advancing this project. Through research in each stage,
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producing and programming a basic robot to execute the task, the research
questions have been given some answers. A robot can indeed aid in
workplaces with mobile desks by reducing or completely removing the
physical labour required to relocate them, allowing better communication
between workers and providing assistance for the physically disadvantaged.
The STS-Pi base robot fulfilled its duty in visually identifying key
considerations when attempting to relocate a desk. The construction of the
robot itself was very simple, making it easy to replicate if the same kit is
used again in the future and provided all necessary components to build the
robot’s body; however the Raspberry Pi 3 and Explorer Hat, the brain and
heart of the STS-Pi are not included. As only the STS-Pi robot kit was used
for this research project, it is unclear if any other robot kits is better suited
for the task. The programming of the Raspberry Pi 3 was successful,
combining the keyboard reading script and simple motor control script from
similar previous works assisted in making a remote control for moving the
robot the way it was supposed to move.
Controlling the robot felt smooth and responsive. Being able to change
speed at which the motors spun the robot provided with closer observations
of the interaction towards the wheels and center point of rotation, which will
change how the robot avoids obstacles that is away from the path.
The general selection of components was also restricted due to the
limited budget of the research, crippling the methods that could have
possible improved the robot. This was most prevalent when investigating the
center point of rotation for the lift mechanism. Other robot kits were
available that had four wheels and had a better symmetrical body, which
could have solved the issue encountered by the STS-PI body.
This research project displayed that having a robot operating and
manoeuvring within a moveable desk office environment is plausible. The
robot will highly improve the quality of life for workers as it reduces the
most labour-intensive tasks of having a moveable desk office environment.
The most intriguing challenge to overcome is the introduction of loads and
how the accessories that are present on a typical BVN Sydney desk will
cause an imbalance in weight distribution, creating a risk that the robot or lift
fail to maintain balance.
However, with the current outcomes and key findings from this research
project, which has established the achievable movement by the robot, future
developments should focus on informing the robot of its surroundings by
feeding information to create a real time map in which motion planning
algorithms can be implemented to achieve a truly autonomous robot. Once
that autonomy in movement and obstacle avoidance is achieved, should
pursuit in improving the lift mechanism be made as a poor navigation system
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can lead to expensive accidents and defeat the purpose of the convenience
this research project potentially has.
Further work is required for the lift mechanism and mapping abilities of
the robot. The interaction between the desk and lift will change once loads
are placed onto the desk. Loads will vary depending on the items on the desk
but more importantly will change the weight distribution of the robot as it
relocates the desk, opening the risk of dropping the desk from the imbalance.
This will also change the stability and manoeuvrability of the robot. Further
work regarding the awareness of the robot of its surroundings is vital to
creating an independent robot that can transverse around obstacles in the
office environment. Advancing work towards the independence of the robot
will bring it closer towards becoming an autonomous robot that can relocate
desks within an unpredictable office working environment. Had a longer
time frame been possible, achieving more accurate movement with the robot
through the motion planning algorithms would have been investigated. Once
the scale of the robot and desks become more realistic towards the size of
BVN Sydney’s desk onto a 1:1 scale, it is vital to continue to check what has
been outlined in this research project, undoubtedly once proper loads are
applied, new issues will arise which must be investigated upon.
8. Conclusion
Advancements within this field of robotics will change the workflow of
operations in offices, enabling efficient use of time through smoother,
automated reconfiguration. In recent years, robots have already been
incorporated into business models, with even food delivery services solely
dependent on the robot executing the appointed task correctly (Hawkins
2019). Autonomous robots have proven to be compatible within clean and
orderly environments such as the Amazon Warehouse (Enright and Wurman
2011), consequentially motivating this research project to place that robot
into a chaotic context. The removal of physical labour to reconfigure desks
positions means that workers do not need to use energy that can be used
towards their own ongoing projects and on site assistance is provided for
those who are unable to move the desks alone.
This research project proves the ability for a robot to manoeuvre around
the unpredictable space, lift a desk and relocate it. It has also identified the
importance of the center point of rotation and how the movement of the
robot is affected by the positioning of the lift mechanism relative to that
center point. Method of entry and exit was also explored with the use of a
physical scale model, displaying the considerations required to move under
the desk and how to position itself for optimal maneuverability once the desk
is lifted.
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Further advancing the field of robotics closer to the common workspace
and has also provided a visual indicator that outlines the problems that future
researchers must overcome. By overcoming these problems forwards the
progress to achieve a fully autonomous robot that mimics the role of the
Kiva System Warehouse Robots within an erratic moveable desk office
environment.
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